It is believed that the early Universe has evolved down to the Standard Model from a more unified or fundamental theory by experiencing several phase transitions. The spontaneous symmetry breaking of a (global or gauge) U (1) symmetry must have produced cosmic strings [1] . Cosmic strings are one-dimensional topological field configurations, produced also from string theory and vortex-like solutions of quantum field theory. Once produced, cosmic strings gradually evolve into the scaling regime, where the total energy density of strings and closed string loops remains constant with the expansion of the Universe [2] [3] [4] [5] . Thus, observing cosmic strings that remain today can give important clues on the physics of the early Universe.
Cosmic strings are characterized by its tension µ (energy density per unit length), given by Gµ = v 2 /m 2 Pl with the symmetry-breaking vacuum expectation value, v, of a U (1) symmetry. The thickness of gauge strings is small of order 1/v so that it is a highly localized one-dimensional energy clump. The global string has its energy more spread in space stored in the Goldstone fields wrapping around the string. But their gravitational effects on null rays (photons and GWs as in this paper) are almost equivalent up to a marginal logarithm factor that describes the spatial spread [6] . String's high local energy density disturbs the homogeneity of the CMB power spectrum, hence constrained to be Gµ 10 −7 (or ∆ 10 −6 as will be introduced) [7] . Although cosmic strings consequently cannot be the dominant fraction of dark matter (DM) or the seed of structure formation, their high local energy density may still leave important observable signatures.
Cosmic strings have been probed mainly by CMB anisotropies, the stochastic GW radiated from gauge string loops, and by their gravitational lensing on photons. The GW radiation from string loops is an essential energy-loss mechanism in the evolution of a string network into the scaling regime, where the string network's energy density can remain safely small [2] [3] [4] [5] . Thus, the stochastic GW is a prime observable that is actively searched for [8] [9] [10] (this may lead to a constraint as strong as Gµ 10 −11 , albeit model dependencies and debates), and its spectrum can also probe the cosmological evolution history of the Universe [11, 12] . But global string loops decay away rapidly by radiating off Goldstone bosons, thus the stochastic GW signal is absent. Instead, the order one number of long (at least Hubble-sized) strings per horizon always remain [13] [14] [15] , as the causality requires. The long string can produce, e.g., gravitationally lensed images of a bright source behind it [16, 17] . These searches will extend the limit on Gµ, but more independent ideas are needed to probe a larger range of the parameter space of cosmic strings.
In this paper, we show that cosmic strings may be probed in a new way by aLIGO and future GW detectors. The new observable is based on the gravitational lensing of the GW from compact binary mergers by cosmic strings. Although the lensing effects on the photon have been studied [18, 19] , the effects on the GW differ in several aspects in phenomenology and detection prospects, as will be discussed. Remarkably, with the new observable, aLIGO alone may have a sensitivity to the unconstrained parameter space of cosmic strings, in a way similar to the aLIGO's sensitivity to compact DM [20, 21] . But we also find that the cosmic string can be much better probed in extended broadband measurements, which can be realized by a combination of LIGO-band detectors with lower-frequency detectors; see also Refs. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] for other examples of broadband benefits.
We start by discussing the lensing physics of cosmic strings and introducing the new observable in Sec. II, and we discuss lensing detection calculation in Sec. III, show and analyze detection prospects in Sec. IV, discuss further phenomenology in Sec. V, and conclude at the end.
II. LENSING FRINGE FROM COSMIC STRINGS

A. Straight strings
The space-time geometry around a (gauge) straight cosmic string is described by a conical space [16] 
where the string is placed along the Z axis andφ is measured around the string. By the redefinition of the azimuthal angle φ = (1 − ∆/2π)φ, the conical space can be viewed as the Euclidean flat space with a deficit angle ∆ ≡ 8πGµ. The deficit angle is defined by a boundary condition h(φ = 0) = h(φ = 2π − ∆) on the plane perpendicular to the string, with the allowed range 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π − ∆. The gravitational effect of global strings on null rays is described by a similar deficit angle [6] ; thus, we simply use the same metric and lensing calculation for both cases.
There is a freedom to choose the direction of φ = 0 in mapping the conical space to the Euclidean space with deficit angle. In the presence of a GW source, it is particularly convenient to choose that φ = 0 is mapped to point to the source in the conical space. In the Euclidean space, this is equivalent to the source located at φ = 0 and φ = 2π − ∆ simultaneously. Then the boundary condition of the deficit angle is automatically satisfied. Now, within the allowed range of φ, null rays from the source are propagated according to the usual Helmholtz equation on the Euclidean space. Consequently, the GW rays arriving at the observer can be obtained by the Kirchhoff diffraction integral of freely propagating rays around the string [27] .
The gravitationally lensed GW waveform (that an observer measures) is parameterized in the frequency domain as Here, h(f ) is the unlensed waveform which is explained in Sec. III A. The complex lensing amplification F (f ) is the solution of the diffraction integral [18] 
where
is the characteristic path difference among the GW rays. y ≡ 2φ S /∆, where φ S is the azimuthal angle φ between the two lines, the one connecting the observer and the string and the other connecting the string and the source, on the plane perpendicular to the string. As physics is symmetric with respect to y → −y, hereafter we deal with only y > 0. We denote the luminosity distance by D, comoving distance by χ, and angular diameter distance by d; the subscript L, S and LS denotes the distance to the lens, source and between the lens and source, respectively. As the lensing amplification F (f ) depends on w, in which the distances and ∆ are packed into one variable, distances and ∆ cannot be measured separately from the observed waveform alone. Lastly, the extra phase in Eq. (2)
makes the arrival time of the fastest path to zero so that we can focus only on the relative phases among the rays; this shall be consistent with our choice of t c = 0 in the GW waveform as discussed in Sec. III A.
In Fig. 1 , we show an example unlensed waveform | h(f )| and its lensed waveforms | h L (f )| in various lensing environments. The lensed waveforms oscillate with respect to the unlensed waveform, having local maxima at regular intervals. The oscillation is due to the interference between the rays contributing to the F (f ). We name this interference fringe in the frequency domain as the "GW fringe" [20, 28] ; as will be discussed, the GW fringe from cosmic strings has several features different from the fringe generated by compact DM [20] . The oscillation is a key property of the GW fringe that allows efficient detection of lensing and distinction from other perturbations.
The GW fringe from the cosmic string is characterized by its maximum amplification and its width in the frequency domain. For y < 1, the interference occurs maximally so that |F | oscillates from near 0 to near 2 in the whole range of f , for any values of w and y. This maximal interference can be seen in the red and blue lines (with y = 0.5) in Fig. 1 . For y = 1, the amplitude of the interference is decreased by half, and still independent of w. On the other hand, for y > 1, the amplitude of the interference is smaller and decreases for an increase of f , w, and y. The red dashed line (y = 1.5) in the figure shows the smaller fringe amplitude which also decreases with increasing f . Lastly, all three cases show that the fringe width is smaller for greater w and y but constant over f . The dependence of the fringe width on w is observed by comparing the red and the blue lines in the figure (the blue line has only the first minimum point near f = 150 Hz), and the dependence on y is observed from the red and the red dashed lines.
The GW fringe can be better understood in the limit f w 1 (or, more precisely, f w(1 ± y) 2 1), in which the phase shifts among the rays (∼ f w) span many numbers of the fringe period. In this limit, the amplification factor becomes the interference among three rays
We identify the first two terms as the result in the geometrical optics limit and the last term as a diffracted ray. For y < 1, the geometrical part has two terms for the two deflected rays in each side of the string; equivalently, in the Euclidean space with a deficit angle, the two rays arrive at us straightly from the two images of the source at φ = 0 and φ = 2π − ∆. These two correspond to the usual two rays in the geometrical optics limit of the point-mass lensing. But important differences are: one of them (the second term in Eq. (6)) gets its amplitude decreased by half for y = 1 and disappears for y > 1, and finally that the third ray from diffraction also interferes in the cosmic-string case.
Readers may refer to Fig. 3 in Ref. [29] for the ray diagram projected onto the plane perpendicular to the string, with cautions for slightly different notations. The third term in Eq. (6) is the ray diffracted from the cosmic string. The diffracted nature is encoded in both the amplitude and the phase. The phase (or path difference) implies that this ray first hits the string and then goes to the observer, rather than going directly to the observer like the other two geometric rays. The decreasing amplitude with increasing f is also a common phenomenon of diffraction. We note that this third term is exactly derived by the geometric theory of diffraction [30] . Lastly but importantly, the diffracted ray weakens with increasing y, but this ray is one of the major contributions to the GW fringe for y > 1 since only one geometric ray can reach the observer in this regime.
In all, we can describe the GW fringe as follow. For y < 1, all three rays reach the observer, and the two geometric rays make a full interference while the effect of the diffracted ray is relatively suppressed. For y = 1, the amplitude of one geometric ray decreases to half, so a half-maximum interference occurs while the diffracted ray is still relatively suppressed. However, for y > 1, only one geometric ray can reach the observer, so the GW fringes are the result of interference between this ray and the diffracted ray. Hence the amplitude of the fringes is proportional to the amplitude of the diffracted ray, proportional to 1/ √ f w(1 − y 2 ). From Eq. (6), we can also estimate the fringe width f width in the frequency domain. It is determined by the path difference among the major interfering rays -two geometric rays for y ≤ 1 and one geometric ray and the diffracted ray for y > 1 -so that f width times the path difference equals to the unity. By reading the path differences from the phase terms in Eq. (6), we obtain f width π/wy, for y ≤ 1 4π/w(1 + y)
2 , for y > 1 .
For example, the width f width ≈ 0.04 Hz for ∆ = 10
Mpc, and y = 1 (giving w ≈ 81 sec). In any case, the width is constant for the given string and source, so fringes repeat with a constant period as discussed and shown in Fig. 1 .
B. Loops
The gauge string accompanies loops. The loops can survive for a long time as they decay slowly only by radiating off GWs; on the other hand, global string loops decay away within a few oscillations by radiating off Goldstone bosons [14] . Thus, the major fraction of the energy of a gauge string network may reside in the loop. In the scaling regime, the energy fraction of straight strings and loops remains a constant. In this subsection, to estimate loop's gravitational effect on the GW, we first calculate the total length of the loops and then the fraction of loops that can be treated as a straight string in the lensing perspective.
We assume the one-scale model [31] with the matter-dominated universe. In the one-scale model, all the loops formed at time t B has its length at birth as L(t B ) = αl(t B ), where l(t) is the particle horizon at time t and α is the free parameter of the model. Until we choose a specific value of α at the end of this section for further numerical calculation, we consider a fairly wide range of α = 0.1 ∼ 10 −5 [31] . Once a loop is formed, it radiates GW and shrinks with the energy-loss rate dE/dt = −ΓGµ 2 with Γ ≈ 50 being the constant determined by numerical simulation [31] . Then the length weighted comoving number density distribution at some given time becomes [32] 
where n(t) is the total comoving number density of the loops at time t, H 0 is the Hubble parameter now, and C is a constant to be determined by numerical simulations. In deriving this equation, l(t) = 3t for the matter dominated universe and α ΓGµ are used. Until now, the time dependency is kept. However, in calculating the density fraction parameter Ω loop , the time dependency finally drops out as expected from the scaling regime. The density fraction becomes
which is time independent. Meanwhile, the number of infinite string in a Hubble volume can also be calculated via simulations [13, 31] and while there are some uncertainties they all give one or few infinite strings in a Hubble volume; similarly, the number of global strings is thought to be the order one per Hubble volume [14, 15] . In this work, we simply take the string number density to be one in a Hubble volume, so that Ω ∞ = 8πGµ/3. Therefore, the ratio of total loops to total straight strings is
This is rather a generic result of the one-scale model. We use Γ = 50 and C = 0.625, where the latter choice is the one we found to fit the recent simulation result [33] . The ratio can be calculated as a function of ∆ and α. For the range of these parameters under our consideration, the minimum value Ω loop /Ω ∞ ≈ 1.1 is obtained with ∆ = 10
and α = 10 −5 , and it grows as ∆ decreases and α increases to become 12.6 for ∆ = 10 −10 and α = 0.1. Thus, while the ratio Ω loop /Ω ∞ depends on the string tension Gµ and the free parameter α, a large fraction of string network's energy reside in the loops for the most part of parameter space that we consider.
But will the loops give different lensing features from straight strings? While a loop is the same as a straight string in the vicinity of the loop segment, the far field metric (for distances much longer than the loop size) is the Schwarzschild metric with the total mass of the loop. Whether a loop segment gives the same lensing effect as a straight string is decided by whether it produces a pair of double images of a source behind it. By assuming all the loops to be oriented to face the observer, a loop at angular diameter distance d can always be regarded as a straight string if the loop radius r is bigger than d∆/2 [34] . In terms of the loop length L and comoving distance χ, this means
where a(t) is the scale factor at time t and t(χ) is the traced-back time for a comoving distance χ; if a photon is emitted at comoving distance χ and observed now, t(χ) is the age of the universe at the emission of the photon. For a given χ, the total fraction of the loop length that can be treated as a straight string is approximately given by the length distribution Eq. (8) integrated over the range that satisfies Eq. (11) as
Here, the upper bound comes from the longest loops at time t(χ). For a typical distance of 10 3 Mpc, the fraction is ξ l ≈ 0.97 for the smallest α = 10 −5 and the largest ∆ = 10 −6 that we consider. It further increases and approaches to the unity for any other values of α and ∆, so here we conclude that most of the total loop-length can be treated as a straight string.
In all, in our final results, we assume that 100% of gauge string loops are treated as a straight string in our lensing study, and we use the energy fraction Ω loop /Ω ∞ calculated as above with α = 0.05 [33] .
III. LENSING DETECTION CALCULATION
We turn to discuss the detection criteria of the GW fringe and its detection-rate calculation. The most important feature of the GW fringe is that the lensed waveform oscillates with respect to the unlesned one (in the frequency domain) as shown and discussed in Fig. 1 . Thus, being able to observe many and large enough oscillations is a key condition for the lensing detection. The lensing-detectability will be studied based on a simplified best-fit analysis. The detection rate will be calculated by integrating over all possible source and string locations for detectable lensing (but we do not separately calculate the lensing optical depth of a given source).
A. Lensing detection criteria
To ensure that many and large enough GW fringe oscillations are observed, we set three criteria that a detectable GW fringe should satisfy. First, the GW itself should be detected confidently. We require the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to be bigger than 10. This is slightly higher than the widely used value of 8, in order to safely see the lensing effect through the waveform of the detected GW signal. When we consider multiple detectors, we require the total SNR, each SNR summed in quadrature, to be larger than 10.
Secondly, the detected GW signal should be discriminated from the unlensed one. Following Ref. [20] , we use the χ 2 least-squares fit to test this (here, we assume to claim that the lensing is detected if the lensed waveform cannot be fit well by unlensed ones)
where S n (f ) is the power spectrum of the noise and f min,max are the frequency range of the considered measurement; we always integrate up to the innermost stable circular orbit f max = f ISCO = (6 √ 3πM ) −1 . The h best−fit (f ) is the unlensed GW waveform which minimizes the SNRtest. Finding this best-fit proceeds by optimizing selected parameters of the unlensed waveform. Following Ref. [20] , we use the following unlensed waveform h(f ) for the lensing calculation in Eq. (2), and we simplify this for a two-parameter best-fit function h best−fit (f ; A 0 , φ 0 ):
where D S is the luminosity distance to the source, M z is the redshifted chirp mass, and the phase is Ψ(f ) = 2πf t c + 3 128 (πM z f ) −5/3 with t c being the time of coalescence (or the integration constant from the Fourier transform). In the left-hand side, we have chosen particular (and optimal) values of the binary inclination and the GW projection along detector baselines, as an average over all possible directions of source and detectors, and we use the same values for all cases for simplicity. We ignore the time-variation of detector directions, for simplicity, either because measurement time is very short (so that they are almost constant) or their time variation (daily or hourly) is very different from the fringe oscillation. We use t c = 0 for both h L (f ) and h(f ). But, since the lensing does affect this time by shortening the fastest path from the source to the observer, we use φ m in Eq. (2) to compensate this effect so that unobservable time difference becomes irrelevant to our study; only relative time shifts among the rays are important. Finally, in the right-hand-side, we fit the lensed waveform by the two fitting parameters: the overall amplitude A 0 and the overall phase-shift φ 0 . The constant A 0 is approximately good enough as we regard that M z can be measured precisely from the time evolution of the frequency and we ignore the time-dependence of detector directions. A similarly simplified approach used to study the point-mass lensing [20] turned out to be reasonable by comparing with more dedicated works later [35, 36] .
Lastly, the frequency resolution should be good enough to see the interference fringes in the frequency domain. We demand that the fringe width should be larger than the twice the frequency resolution so that each fringe can be safely recognized. The fringe width is given by Eq. (7) with w in Eq. (4), and the minimum resolvable frequency is given by the inverse of the total measurement time T , which is given by
where f min f max is used in the last approximation.
B. Detection rate calculation
The lensing detection rate is given by a product of the comoving merger-rate density, comoving cosmic-string density, and the 6-dimensional (6D) volume of a region in space of source position and cosmic string position which satisfies the three criteria in Sec. III A. We used all distances in comoving distance χ's during the calculation, so all the volumes are comoving volumes. We assumed all the binary mergers are composed of two identical black holes with mass M , so the chirp masses in Eq. (14) and (15) become M = 2 −1/5 M (hereafter all the masses appearing are the redshifted ones). The comoving merger-rate density is calculated in [37] with the latest version in [38]; we take the M10 optimistic prediction at z S = 0.1, denoted as n s (M ). Here, n s (M ) is given for several selected mass bins. The comoving cosmic string density is chosen to be one in a Hubble volume, n cs = [4.3 × 10
3 Mpc] −3 , by referring to the scaling solution [13] [14] [15] 31] . Both densities are assumed to be constant in redshift for simplicity, but n s (M ) may increase with z S [37] .
The 6D volume, V 6D , depends on M , ∆, and the detection method = {f max , f min , S n (f )}. The assumed homogeneity and isotropicity of n s (M ) and n cs allow us to calculate the lensing detection (event) rate as Event rate(∆, M ; f max , f min , S n (f )) = n s (M ) n cs V 6D (∆, M ; f max , f min , S n (f )). (16) To calculate the V 6D , we first think of the 3D volume for source positions that give detectable lensing effect, when the string is placed at χ L from the observer (see Fig. 2 ). This 3D volume is denoted by V (χ L , ∆, M ; f max , f min , S n (f )). Then, V 6D is given by a volume integral of V with respect to the string position, so that
Here we note that the string direction does not matter by the isotropicity, so picking an arbitrary direction is sufficient for our calculation. To evaluate V for the given string distance χ L , we first obtain the maximum comoving distance of the source, χ max (M ; f max , f min , S n (f )), by requiring the unlensed SNR to be greater than 10. Using the unlensed SNR instead of lensed one is a convenient assumption for the calculation that will be detailed below, but it is also somewhat conservative in the sense that lensed SNR is often larger than the unlensed one. Then for any ∆, our interest of source position is limited to the sphere of radius χ max , which also makes V (χ L > χ max ) = 0. During the calculation, we use the Cartesian coordinate for the comoving grid (here we used the uppercase letters for the coordinates), placing the observer at the origin, cosmic string parallel to the Z-axis and the closest point to the observer on the X-axis (see Fig. 2 ).
Within the χ max , V is calculated by finding the maximum source distance on the Y -axis (for detectable lensing) for each point on the XZ plane, denoted as Y max (X, Z). Then V is given by where the factor two is from the Y < 0 region. Y max is determined by the two lensing-detection criteria on the SNRtest and the frequency resolution. Instead of calculating SNRtest in the 3-dimension (X, Y, Z), equivalently we draw a contour plot of ≡ SNRtest/SNR in the w and y plane because the amplification F is a function of w and y. Both w and y depend on the point (X, Y, Z) as defined in Sec. II A. But the expansion of the universe redshifts the frequency so that f w = f obs (1 + z I )w in Eq. (2) and (3), where f obs is the observed frequency and z I is the redshift of the intersection point of the cosmic string and the line of sight from the observer to the source. So by using the observed f obs in all calculations, all the w's appearing in the equations are multiplied by a factor of 1 + z I . And y = 2φ S /∆ is expressed in this Cartesian coordinate as y = 2 tan
Using the contour and the unlensed SNR on each point, we find the minimum required and finally y max . Then, we check whether this y max satisfies the frequency resolution criterion by Eq. (7) and (15) . If it does, we convert y max to Y max using the aforementioned relation, but if it does not, we use Eq. (7) and (15) to get a new y max and corresponding Y max . In this way, we can find the Y max which satisfies the both criteria.
In the actual numerical evaluation of V (Eq. (18)) we divided each axis by 16 sectors and used rectangular quadrature, where the condition √ X 2 + Z 2 ≤ χ max is inserted as a Boolean equation into the integrand (note that Y max X or Z). Similarly, the evaluation of V 6D (Eq. (17)) used the rectangular quadrature with 16 sectors for 0 ≤ χ L ≤ χ max .
IV. PROSPECTS
We turn to show detection prospects at aLIGO and future GW detectors. To be able to observe many enough fringe oscillations, high-frequency detectors are favored. As will be shown, the LIGO-band frequencies are high enough to detect GW fringes from ∆ 10 −6 which is currently allowed. We start by discussing results from four aLIGO detectors with design sensitivity [39] and also from one ET detector [40] , which probes the similar frequency band but with 10 − 50 times smaller noise than aLIGO. We will also find that the measurement time in this frequency band is too short to have good enough frequency resolutions. Thus, we will extend the frequency band by adding mid-frequency detectors -four AI detectors at the resonant mode [41, 42] or one BBO detector [43] -as a possible example to improve the resolution.
The detection prospects are shown in Fig. 3 -6 . Fig. 3 and 4 are about aLIGO and its extensions, and Fig. 5 and 6 are about ET and its extensions. In Fig. 3 and 5 , we show detection rates as functions of M for several values of ∆. Then, in Fig. 4 and 6 , we show the total detection rates per year as functions of ∆, by summing up the rates for all M bins.
In Fig. 3 and 5 left panels, we show detection rates of LIGO-band detectors alone. First of all, the detection rates typically decrease in both the small and large M limits. This is because too small M gives too small SNR (and hence smaller χ max with the correspondingly smaller detectable region), whereas too large M has too low merger-rate densities [37, 38] . Secondly, the overall detection rates grow with ∆ (because lensing effects become stronger), but they are relatively suppressed for too large ∆ ∼ 10 −7 − 10 −6 . This is because the fringe width becomes too small to be resolved within a short measurement time, particularly becoming a limiting factor for heavy binaries spending short time in the LIGO-band. It is more clearly shown in the Case 1 of Fig. 4 and 6 . The maximum total detection rates occur for ∆ = ∆ crit ∼ 10 −8 (10 −6.5 ) with aLIGO (ET) alone; these are where the fringe widths f width ∼ O(1 Hz) (O(10 −3 Hz)) in Eq. (7) and (4) become similar to the frequency resolutions in Eq. (15) with f min ∼ 10 (1) Hz. To further confirm that the deficiency at large ∆ is due to the frequency resolution, we attempt to try an infinite frequency resolution artificially. The results are drawn in dashed lines in Fig. 4 and 6 (Case 2). It shows that the total detection rates steadily increase for increasing ∆ for both detectors, supporting our conclusion that the decrease of the total rate in the large-∆ region is due to the limited frequency resolution. In the range of ∆ = 10 −10 to 10 −6 considered in this paper, the maximum total rate occurs at ∆ = 10 −6 , giving 5.2 × 10 −5 yr −1 for aLIGO and 3.2×10 −2 yr −1 for ET. Both detectors receive significant improvements, and this implies that improving the frequency resolution will be an important aim in probing cosmic strings with large ∆ values.
This leads us to consider combining mid-frequency detectors with LIGO-band detectors to allow a longer measurement time. Four AIs are added to four aLIGOs, and one BBO is added to one ET. The combination of detectors (which can measure a broadband including f 0.1 − 1000 Hz relevant to us) gives two strong improvements. First, a longer measurement time gives a better frequency resolution, so ∆ crit becomes larger. Second, it also gives higher SNR for a source at a given distance, so the overall lensing detectable volume increases (due to the enlargement of χ max and Y max given by the SNRtest). For these combined detectors, we assume fixed time measurements to see how the results improve with particular frequency resolutions. We consider one hour and one week of measurement times; the one-week measurement corresponds to f 0.1 − 1000 Hz for 30M -30M binaries.
The results for the combined detectors are Case 3 and 4 (one hour and one week, respectively) in Fig. 4 and 6, and the right panels of Fig. 3 and 5 (one week). Although the one-hour measurement raises ∆ crit for aLIGO results as expected, it does not raises ∆ crit for ET results. This is because that the sensitivity range (in the frequency domain) of aLIGO corresponds to a time interval that is much shorter than an hour, whereas that of ET, which reaches to a somewhat lower frequency than aLIGO, already corresponds to a time interval of the order of an hour. However, for both detectors in any case, the detection rates become a few times higher for the small-∆ region. It is due to the increase of the SNR. After all, one-hour measurements yield the maximum total detection rate at ∆ crit = 10 −6.5 for aLIGO+AI giving 5.0 × 10 −5 yr −1 , and for ET+BBO at ∆ crit = 10 −7 giving 1.6 × 10 −2 yr −1 . The values of ∆ crit can again be understood by comparing the frequency width with the frequency resolution: the minimum width from our criteria f width > 1/1800 Hz ≈ 5.6 × 10 −4 Hz for one-hour (3600 sec) measurement becomes similar to the fringe width at ∆ ∼ 6 × 10 −7 (by assuming y = 1 and all the angular diameter distances of order 100 Mpc in Eq. (7) and (4)), which is close to the actual ∆ crit that we mentioned.
If we consider one-week measurements, as shown in Case 4 of Fig. 4 and 6 as well as right panels of Fig. 3 and 5, the frequency resolution is no longer a problem for both detectors. Thus the maximum occurs at ∆ = 10 −6 for both detectors, giving 3.8 × 10 −3 yr −1 for aLIGO+AI and 0.66 yr −1 for ET+BBO. Before moving on, we discuss the range of detectable ∆. For a set of detection method and M , the largest detectable ∆ is limited by the frequency resolution since too high ∆ makes the fringe width too small to be resolved, as discussed. On the other hand, the smallest detectable ∆ is limited by too broad fringe width (or too small number of periods). For instance, at y = 1, we can estimate the number of fringes for frequency up to f , given by (from Eq. (7))
where all the distance terms in w are assumed to be in the same order, denoted by d. For M = 30M , the fringe number up to f ISCO ≈ 200 Hz becomes about the unity for d = 100 Mpc and ∆ = 10 −9 . This means that for about ∆ 10 −10 , there is effectively no fringe in the measurement range. To increase the number of fringes, d or y should increase, but the first option decreases SNR and the second option decreases the fringe amplitude. Therefore, both options may not increase SNRtest sizably. Thus, we understand that the smallest ∆ that can be measured in this broadband detectors will be about ∆ ∼ 10 −10 , as shown in Fig. 4 and 6. Now we add string loop contributions (for gauge strings) shown in Case 5 of Fig. 4 and 6 . As discussed in Sec. II B, we use α = 0.05 and take ξ l to be the unity. Since Ω loop /Ω ∞ is the same for all four cases (Case 1 -4), we present the results by adding loop contributions to the one-week measurements only. The results show that loops give order-one enhancement of the detection rates. Although Ω loop /Ω ∞ decreases for increasing ∆, the dependence is weak. The maximum detection rate is 2.8 × 10 −2 yr −1 for aLIGO+AI and 4.8 yr −1 for ET+BBO, both at ∆ = 10 −6 .
If the GW fringe is detected, a precision measurement can be performed to measure cosmic string parameters (see also Sec. V A for the distinction from point-mass lenses). On the other hand, null detection would impose an upper bound on ∆. However, our results are also subject to uncertainties from merger-rate and string densities. For instance, the optimistic merger-rate density that we used (M10) is about 100-150 times larger than the M23 pessimistic merger-rate density [37, 38] . The cosmic string number density is also subject to the order-ten uncertainties among the simulations of string networks [13] .
V. DISCUSSION
A. Distinction from point-mass lens
We further discuss that a cosmic string can be distinguished from a point-mass lens by looking at the interference pattern. For a cosmic string, both y ≤ 1 and y > 1 cases each have differences from a point-mass case.
For y > 1, the amplitude of the interference fringe decreases as the GW frequency increases because the diffracted ray has its amplitude proportional to 1/ √ f . But this is not the case for the point-mass lensing or the cosmic-string lensing with y ≤ 1, because the interference for these cases is induced by two geometric rays. Therefore, if a detected GW signal has interference fringes that diminish with increasing f , this indicates that the lens is a cosmic string (with y > 1).
Cosmic strings with y ≤ 1 can still be distinguished from a point-mass lens. In the frequency domain, the fringepeak frequency for a point-mass lens [28, 44] is always π/2 shifted with respect to the cosmic string case [18] for the given fringe width. The shift is originated from a saddle-point contribution in the point-mass lensing, which does not exist in the cosmic string lensing. The shift can be measured by correlating the peak frequency with the fringe width. In the case of cosmic string (without the shift), f peak = nf width , while in the point-mass case (with the shift) the relation becomes f peak = (n + 1 4 )f width , where n =(0, 1, 2, ...). Thus, if the detected signal shows at least two peaks with good frequency resolution, such a correlation can be clearly identified.
B. Comparison with femto-lensing
The GW fringe is a GW counterpart of photon femtolensing [45] . Both observables are based on the lensing interference fringe, but they become observable by different reasons. The GW fringe is naturally observable through the chirping of GW (i.e. frequency changes in time); but the photon femtolensing is observable through the spectral fringe (so that stable and reliable source spectrum is needed). Often, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) with f ∼ 10
19 Hz or radio bursts are used in femtolensing observations. As the probe wavelengths of photons and GWs are so different, they can probe different ranges of the lens mass/energy. Both fringe observables are most readily observable when the probe wavelength is about the Schwarzschild radius of the lens so that the chirping or spectrum sweeps a O(1 − 10) range of fringe periods. The condition can be written as (see Eq. (19))
for the cosmic-string lensing and similarly as f ∆t d 10
∼ 1 for the point-mass lensing [20] with the typical time-delay ∆t d = 4GM L and the lens mass M L . These translate into the different favored ranges of the lens mass for the fringe observation: the cosmic-string fringe from LIGO has ∆ ∼ 10 −9 as discussed, and from GRB, ∆ ∼ 10 −18 [18] , and similarly for the point-mass fringe from LIGO has M L ∼ 100M [20] , and from GRB,
. Obviously, the much longer wavelength of the GW can probe much heavier cosmic strings and compact DMs (still unconstrained by detection experiments).
C. Robustness against astrophysical uncertainties
The GW fringe can be subject to various uncertainties from string movements, source movements, and source size which all can blur the sharp fringe pattern. Indeed, these are one of the main uncertainties of photon femtolensing. But GW fringe is much more robust against them, mainly due to much longer wavelengths and relatively short measurement time. The fringe pattern can be erased if the source size or the source/string movements (during measurement time) δ D∆δy becomes large enough so that the change δy 1 sweeps a whole fringe period. This limits the maximal source size or the source/string movements to be δ D 100 Mpc ∆ 10 −9 · 3 × 10 15 km.
The limit ∼ 10 15 km for the GW fringe is likely to be well satisfied for any sources and strings during even week-long measurements (that we consider in this paper). But the limit becomes much stronger ∼ 10 6 km for GRB femtolensing (with ∆ ∼ 10 −18 ) [18, 47] and may critically limit the robust observation. In particular, cosmic strings can move relativistically so that the size limit ∼ 10 6 km implies the measurement time to be less than about minutes or so. The relativistic movement of strings can induce the GW frequency red/blue-shift, but it is negligibly small of the order δf /f ∆ [48] . It also enhances the lensing deflection angle by the boost γ = 1/ √ 1 − v 2 ∼ 1.3 [49] (in average over the momentum direction) for a typical velocity v ∼ 2/3 of relativistic strings. This effectively shifts the relevant ∆ value by the γ factor. Although we ignore this effect, one can approximately account for this by using the shifted ∆ in our results. In any case, a fringe pattern may change slightly but it will not be erased.
Moreover, the GW waveform from a binary inspiral is well predicted by general relativity, governed most importantly by the binary masses. This allows to detect tiny GWs and to test general relativity [50] as well as weak (DM-induced) fifth forces [26] . But astrophysical properties of GRB or radio bursts are under relatively poor control both theoretically and experimentally. Thus, the (cosmic-string) GW fringe is potentially a powerful precision observable of massive structures in the Universe.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied a new way to probe the cosmic string at LIGO and future GW detectors. Unlike the well-known probe with the GW emitted from loops, our new observable -the GW fringe -detects the gravitational lensing on the binary GW passing by straight strings or large loops. The LIGO-band frequency turns out to be ideal to probe the unconstrained region ∆ = 8πGµ 10 −6 , but the extension with lower-frequency detectors improve the sensitivity significantly.
The GW fringe is observable naturally through the chirping (the time-evolution of the frequency) of the binary GW. Thus the highest-frequency near-merger observations of LIGO-band detectors (aLIGO and ET in this paper) are essential. Combined with mid-frequency detectors (AI and BBO in this paper) to overcome the frequency-resolution limitation, the week-long measurement of each GW with 4× aLIGO+AI (ET+BBO) can potentially detect as many as 10 −2 (10 0 ) GW fringes per year for ∆ = 10 −6 , and 10 −5 (10 −2 ) GW fringes for ∆ = 10 −9 . Multi-year GW detections in this broadband (f 0.1 − 1000 Hz) will be able to probe the unconstrained parameter space of the cosmic string, ∆ = 10 −6 ∼ 10 −10 , in this new way. Our study also emphasizes that the long-time highest-frequency measurements in the broadband f 0.1 − 1000 Hz can potentially provide good precision capabilities [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] to probe massive structures in the Universe. In addition, being relatively robust against astrophysical uncertainties, the GW fringe is potentially a good precision observable. These shall motivate the development of mid-frequency GW detectors (such as AI and BBO in this paper that are targeted for relatively farther future) which can combine with upcoming LIGO-band detectors to measure such a broadband. The early Universe with cosmic strings is one example physic case, and some DM candidates [20, 21] and even larger-scale structures may also be probed in this broadband with the GW fringe.
